
Opus Suite allows you to evaluate both your traffic 

system’s performance and its costs with a new point 

of view during an entire life cycle. Opus Suite consists 

of three different software tools which can be used 

either separately or combined. They stand for optimi-

zation, simulations and cost analysis. Why not take the 

path to a better management of your transportation 

system today? Further develop business activities with 

the aid of Opus Suite and a holistic life cycle manage-

ment.

Does your transportation 
 system cause a lot of questions?
FIND ANSWERS WITH OPUS SUITE //

// Is our maintenance strategy the right one? // Which spare parts should be stocked? 

// Do we have enough vehicles to meet our timetable? 

// When should we carry out maintenance and repair? // Why are many of our vehicles not driving? 

// How much will operating and maintaining the new fleet cost? 

// Are the current depot capacities sufficient? // What are our main cost drivers? 



OPUS SUITE
OPTIMIZATION
OPUS10 is a world leading software for cost effecti-

ve optimization of stocking spare parts and support 

solutions for complex technical systems. With OPUS10's 

decision support you can boost the availability of your 

vehicles and substantially reduce costs for spare parts. 

OPUS10 users are to be found worldwide and in various 

industrial sectors. An example in the railway sector is the 

optimization of spare part stockpiling for Bombardier's 

Delhi Metro project. Transitio, one of Sweden's major 

vehicle leasing companies, is a further one currently 

using OPUS10 for their analytical support.

SIMULATION
SIMLOX enables you to simulate performance values 

of technical systems over various periods of time. Here 

various maintenance and operating conditions can be 

compared and the system capacity of your transportati-

on system can be analysed. Through using SIMLOX you 

will get to know the limits of your system better and can 

estimate future system behaviour more concretely. You 

can find SIMLOX-customers in private as well as in public 

organizations and in various branches. Commuter traffic 

in Stockholm for example was analyzed with the support 

of simulations. Results being comparable, thanks to key 

performance indicators (KPIs) for capacity and availability, 

served as an important basis for following investment 

decisions.

COST ANALYSIS
CATLOC is a powerful software for life cycle cost (LCC) 

analysis and other types of cost analysis and public bud-

get estimates. CATLOC helps you to take control of the 

costs for development, acquisition, operation and main-

tenance during your system’s life cycle. CATLOC is used 

likewise by producers as well as by operators of techni-

cally complex systems around the world. Thus CATLOC 

was among others used by Stockholm transport as a 

tool to evaluate procurement and delivery of subways 

and trams. Herewith investments as well as operating 

and maintenance costs could already be evaluated in a 

structured way during the evaluation of suppliers.
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GRABAND is one of the nationwide leading engineering companies which started off in the field of railroad engineering. Today we predominantly deal with plan-

ning and management, additionally with development, validation and assessment of projects of technical equipment in railbound local and long-distance traffic. 

We especially focus on implementing and assessing functional safety. Our software-tool, Systecon's Opus Suite, offers support in decision-making in life cycle 

management of systems and is first choice of hundreds of companies worldwide when it comes up to analysis support of technically complex systems.

SIMLOX
is an ideal tool for analyses and simula-

tions of operating scenarios, of main-

tenance concepts and of spare parts' re-

quirements. With SIMLOX it is possible 

to especially mark the right point in time 

for necessary investments in order to 

gain fixed availability requirements.

OPUS10
is a world leading tool for cost effective 

optimization of stocking spare parts and 

logistics' solutions for complex technical 

systems. With the support of OPUS10 

it is possible to determine optimized 

results between availability and costs – 

dependent on your expected aim.

CATLOC
is a powerful tool for forecasting and 

analysing life cycle costs (LCC) and 

future operating revenues. CATLOC 

helps you easily identify cost drivers or 

compare various technical solutions.
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